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ABSNCT 

This thesis is a study of those characteristics of sedimentary 

rocks, that determine their capability to function as cap :roeks tor 

petroleum accumulations. 

'i'he t'unotien or the cap rock is to prevent the oil from upward 

migration. The active upward forces on the oil (or gas) are due to the 

buoyancy of the oil (or gas) on water. The foroes opposing upward 

mtg.ration of the oil are due to the capillary Ntention ot the water 1n 

the cap roek. For any oil trap it is necessary that the capillary forces 

in the oap rock are larger than the buoyancy of the accumulating oil on 

the subsur.faee waters. 

For a given combination of oil or gas and subsurface water, 

the magnitude of the capillaey- retention forces on the water in the cap 

rock is given by the displacement pressure or that rock. 

An outline is given of the theories, relating the displacement 

pressure to the basic characteristics of the rock; such as permeability', 

porosity; interstitial surface area ~nd the Kozeny constant. 

The displacement pressure for a given rock is directly propor• 

tional to the interracial tension between the water and the non-wetting 

phase. The buoyancy of the oil or gas on the water depends upon the 

density difference between the non.wetting phase and the wate:r. The 

va~iations of' densities and inter.facial tensions with temperature and 

p:t•essure are discussed and graphical relations are given between these 

quantities and the depth of the accumulation in question. 

:Displacement pressures fot various types o~ sandstones were 

determined from experimental studies or the capillary pressure versus 

saturation relationships. From the experimentally determined 



displacement pressures, permeabilities and porosities• the interstitial 

surface area and the Kozeny constants for the various rocks were 

computed • 
• 
It was found that the interstitial surface areas could be 

correlated with the electrochemical formation coefficients of the 

sediments in question, which were measured in the course of another 

research project by this author. This correlation indicates the possi

bility of a subsurface method for the determination of displacement 

pressures, using the s. P. curves of electrologs. 

Different types of stratigraphic traps are described and the 

relative positions or the esp rooks are considered for the various cases. 

A schematic emmple is given or the location or a "permeability 

pinch-out" type of stratigraphic trap by computati.on of the displacement 

pressures from eleetrologs of drill holes in t he vicinity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate some of the inherent 

characteristics of sediments which enable them to become caprocks, for 

t~pped accumulations of oil and gas. 

We assume that i n the geologic history- of most commercial-size 

oil pools the source rock, carrier bed, reservoir rock and trap relation

ship exists. However, regardless or whether the oil migrated as such or 

whether organic fluids accumulated in the trap and the final stages of 

conversion to oil, occurred 1n1the same places where the oil now is found, 

the requirements for the caprock to initially block the passage ot·ou or 

to keep the oil in place after it was formed, will be essentially the same. 

In structural oil traps the relations between reservoir rocks and 

cap:roek are often relatively simple. Where structural closure exists, 

mostly .a large thickness of beds has been involved in the formation of the 

structure. In the vertical succession of beds, sooner or later a bed with 

the necessa:cy- properties to act as caprook, will be present. This is 

especially true for the antiolinal or dome shaped structures with quaqua• 

versal dips. For fault traps, the problem of finding suitable caprooks on 

all sides of the structure already is far more complicated, unless the 

fault gauge zones are "tight" enough to retain the oil. Our analysis may 

then be applied to the fault zone to find whether or not this is the case. 

The most interesting application of analysis of sediments on 

their suitability to serve as caprocks, is to the case of stratigraphie 

traps. The types of stratigraphic trap.a (see later) vaey from truncated 

strata and depositional pinch-outs, where trapping of oil depends upon the 

properties of the overlying or adjeining roeks, te the permeability 
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pinch ... out type where the oil is retained by changes in the reservoir rock 

itself. 

In classifying rocks as to their ability to serve as eaproeks, 

it is obvious that layers with absolutely no permeability will always 

ser"lr$ effectively to retain oil. 

By and large the greatest number of caprocks, however, is of a 

different type. These rocks will be permeable to water, although their 

epecitie permeability may be low. In addition, they will be preferentially 

water etted and because of their capillary retention of water, they will 

z:esist displacement or water by a non•wetting phase. · Thus when 100% water 

wetted they will block the passage of oil, until the pressure of the ail 

overcomes the capillary forces retaining the water. Practically all 

sediments, even unconsolidated sandstones, have such a "threshold 

pressure," or ffdisplaeement pressure." In most cases, however, this 

pressure is very low and is soon offset by the buoyancy of the oil. Only 

rocks with a high enough displacement pressure to withstand the buoyan~y 

eaused by columns of tentli.s or hundreds or feet of oil will be effective 

as caprocks fo:r commercial accumulations of oil or gas. 

In this thesis an outline is given of the theory of capillary 

behavior of porous solids, relating the displacement pressures to some of 

the basic characteristics of the porous rocks, and experimental attempts 

are made to correlate seme of these properties in order to enable us to 

determine the displacement pressure by sub-surface geological methods o 



PART I 
Migration and accwnul;ation of oiJ. in «PD!W 

In this work we will accept the general idea of a source rock• 

caJTier bed ... trap relationship in the history or the formation ot the 

larger part of the commercial oil pools. 

The most likely source beds are dark shales or marls and 1n some 

cases, bituminous limestones. This has been demonstrated both on grounds 

ot their organic content and their frequent relationships to commercial. 

oil accumulations. It is recognized, however, that not iJl dark shales or 

marls are actual source beds (1). 

from the shales the oil is driven into the more permeable 

carrier beds by eompact:lon. Beckstrom and van TUfl ( 2) demonstrated con

clusively that eompaction is a completely effective means of removing oil 

from shales. Actual migration or oil from shales into sandstones was 

shown experimentally by E. T$ Thomas (.3), who also brought out the 

following important conclusions: (a) Oil moves more readily into water 

wetted, than into dry sand; (b) Oil moves fastest in the direction of 

greatest pressure decline (this 1s, in most cases, upward). The mechanism 

of the migration of the oil from the source beds into the more permeable 

sands is based on the differential compaction. While sandstones will 

decrease only 2% in volume, due to a burial to a depth of 4000 feet, a 

clay will lose close to 45% of its original volume for the same depth of 

burial. A detailed description of shale compaction with depth of burial 

was given by At~ (4). The squeezing out of oil by compaction pre ... assumes 

that the oil is formed as su.eh before too great a depth of burial is 

reached and the larger part of compaction has taken place. 
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An alternative hypotheses was formulated by Fash (5), namely, 

that the formation of oil is not completed and only a preliminary product, 

i,.•okerogen, has been formed by the time squeezing by compacti on has stopped. 

This neokerogen reaches the porous media in a decomposed, partly gaseous 

stage and disperses in all directions, "travelling as films on the surfaces 

Qf the sedimentary particles and along crystal surfaces insi de the 

particles • •• ~ •• and accumulate in traps, where they are subjected to 

the catalytic effect of the surfaces of the sediments, with which they are 

in contact." In the trap the main transformation to petroleum occurs. 

It is not clear what factors govem the acoumulat:f.on of the 

decomposition produots in traps, in other words, what kind of traps would 

be required to halt the migration of the films, on the surfaces and 

through the crystal-lattices of the sedimentary particles. 

We will therefore only work with the assumption that oil as 

such; or a very similar product, reaches the porous media mainly 1n the 

liquid state, after being squeezed out of the shales by compaction. 

The reasons tor assuming the oil to be mainly 1n the liquid 

state were summarized by Russell (6) who compared rock pressures and 

temperaturee at depth with the vapour pressures of' the various hydro

carbon compounds usually present in oil. Russell showed that for the oil 

fractions to ocour as vapours in appreciable quantities they must be 

above their critical temperatures, and even then a large portion WQuld 

remain dissolved in the liquid, heavier fractions~ 

There is, however, no important qualitative difference between 

the migration and accwnulation or oil, and that of gas. 

The migration of oil to its final place or accumulation has been 

the subject ef many papers and discussions and also of considerable 



experimentation, of which some of the most important ones will be referred 

to later. 

The most widely accepted idea of oil migration is the hydraulic 

theory as described most thoroughly by J. L. Rich (7,8). 

This theory postulates moving underground water as the primary 

cause of ·t;he migration of oil and gaso The migratton may take place 

either directly in the porous reservoir rock to the place where the oil is 

trapped, or through so- called carrier beds, v,hieh ara very permeable 

horizons between the source and the place where the oil is found (9). 

'l'he hydraulic theory, although closely fitting the field 

evidence in many cases, is liable to convey a physical misconception, 

namely-, that the moving water is carrying the oil or forcing it ahead of 

it. A more eoITect picture is that the oil and gas, as well as the water, 

are all moving under the same pressure gradient. This pressure gradient 

may be due to differences in hydrostatic head of the underground water or 

to lateral differences in compaction or any other cause. Once a pressure 

gradient is established, all fluids will move at velocities corresponding 

to the relative permeabilities, to the different fluids, which again 

depend on their partial saturations. 

The relationships of relative permeabilities to saturation for 

liquid-gas mixtures were established by Wyckoff and Botset (10), and tor 

oil•water mixtures by Leverett (11) for the case of unconsolidated sands. 

Leverett and Lewis (12) worked out the relations for gas-oil-water 

mixtures aloo for unconsolidated sands, while Botset (13) found that for 

gas-liquid mixtures the flow through consolidated sand gave very nearly 

the same characteristics. 

Fig. l gives the saturation• relative permeability relationship 
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tor an oil•water mixture in unconsolidated sands as taken from Leverett•s 

paper (14), 

In the above cited papers it was shown that for small saturations 

of a particular component of the mixture its relative permeability goes to 

ze:ro, or in other words, the component will no longer move. The satura• 

t1on at which for practical purposes this zero relative permeability is 

reached depends upon -the pressure gradient and the characteristics of the 

sand. For larger saturations the relative permeabilities increase, and, 

ot eourse, they equal the specific permeability at 100% saturation for any 

particular oompGn nt. 

With these characteristics in mind we can explain many features 

of the migration of mixtures ot oil, water and/or gas as observed in the 

field or in the laboratory. We must remember, however, that the above 

relationships are only valid for steady flow of homogenous mixtures and 

eannot serve to evaluate the phenomena that occur when a water saturated 

medium is invaded by one 0£ the mixtures in question. 

Through a cawier bed with constant permeability the flow will 

continue un0bstructedly as long as the pressure gradient continues to 

exist. It, however, the permeable bed pinches out either by truncation, 

$ueeess1ve overlapping or by a change in facies, we must consider a 

different medium being invaded by a fluid mixture. The q,uestion arises 

here, whether all eomponents or the mi:Xture are capable of penetl'Sting 

the new medium or whether one or more ot the eomponents will be tt screened 

out" at the boundary. For a continuous facies change we actually hav to 

consider an infinite sucoession or such boundaries. If' screening out 

occurs• the oil and/or gas ill accumulate at the boundary and we have a 

so•called stratigraphic trap. 
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Before analyzing the factors involved in the screening out of 

oil and the .fo.rmation of a stratigraphic trap; we want to consider one 

question regarding the migration or the fluid mixtures through the carrier 

beds, whieh has caused some confusion in the past. 

A/J shewn in fig. 1 the relative permeability to eil becomes zero 

when the oU saturation becomes smaller than approximately 20% in uncon

solidated sands, while in consolidated sandstones this value will 

generally be even higher. However, in many beds that are considered to 

be carrier beds between the source rooks and the place of accumulation ot 

oil we do not find any trace, of the migrating oil, left. By what 

mechanism was this oil removed? 

In this case the diagrams of the articles cited before are of 

little or no help, as the oil is removed by very minute quantities, at a 

rate too low to be measured by the apparatus employed for the construe• 

tion ot the relative permeability graphs. Where oil is flushed completely 

from a carrier bed it is almost eertain that free gas wa.s present with the 

moving water £or a considerable period or time. The oil will collect at 

the interface between the gas and the water and move as a thin film 

coating the gas bubbles. There is no steady flow of oil, the minute oil 

particles moving corresponding to a fraction of the total amount of gas 

bubbles that migrates per 'Wlit time. This process may go on till the last 

oil is removed. The gas may be removed by solution after it stops being 

supplied from a source. 

~his influence of gas on removal of oil restants was already 

accurately described by Dodd {15) in 1922, who termed the secondary 

migration of trapped oil under the influence or gas, "rejuvenated 

migration." He also states that by this rejuvenated migration, in the 
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course of time most; if not all, of the oil would be removed. This is 

the only case in which the term "-carrying" or the oil by another fiuid can 

be properly applied. As long as there is enough oil present to form con

tinuous ns 1n a f'ine network or channels, it will move under any pressure 

gradient at a rate corresponding to its relative permeability. Arter being 

transported through the carrier bed, accumulation or the oil msy be 

a:t£eeted by screening out, where the flc,a ot water continues, or where the 

wateri'low is slowed down or stopped, oil may accwnulate in the higher part 

of the structure under the effect of gravity. In both cases the character• 

1st1cs of the overlying rock must be such that oil is prevented from 

migration into them, under the existing pressure differentials. 
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PART II 
'tlle0:ceticaJ. gonsisi.ftrationu on tw. migration or oU 

~ a porous medium. complete1-y saturated with water 

The problem ot infiltration of a water saturated porous medium 

by an oil-water mixture is rather complicated. Basically, however, the 

mechanism is much the same as that in the case or pure oil infiltrating a 

medium one hundred per cent saturated with water, as the flow off the water 

does not change the phase relations and merely defines part or the 

pressure gradient. We will, therefore, cone.entrate upon the invasion of 

a 100.' water saturated porous medium by a non-wetting fiuid, assuming that 

the po:rous solid is preferentiall1' water wetted. 

Water in a saturated porous medium exhibits a capillary 

pressure. The magnitude or this pressure is equal to the pressure at the 

base of a column of water, of a height equal to the height tc, which the 

water would rise in the capillary interstices against the force of gravity 

above an adjacent free water level. Or, in other words, in the equil• 

ibr1um position the gravitational pressure of the water column just 

balanc•s the capillary pressure under which the water-air interface tends 

to advance. To penetrate a water saturated porous medium, one has to ovel"• 

oome this eame eapillaey pressure. One has to drive back the water against 

its tendeney to advance in the capillary interstices. The minimum pressure 

that is necessary to oause a continuous penetration into the water 

saturated porous medium, is called the displacement pressure. 

As capillary pressure is caused by interracial tension, dis• 

placement pressure must always be defined for a given combination ot 

fluids. In our case displacement pressure will always be used to indicate 
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the pressure of displacement of water, by oil; unless otherwise indicated. 

In order to relate the displacement pressures to other 

oharaeteristics of a sand, we will have to analyze more fully the capillary 

behavior of porous media. The first thorough analysis of capillary 

beha'ri.or in porous media was made by M. c. Leverett (16). At several 

points in the following discussion we will use some of Leverett•s deriva

tions and conclusions. 

We will first discuss the over•simplified case, where the porous 

medium is represented by a bundle of straight cylindrical capillary tubes. 

'fhis assumption gives a rather close approximation for an 

extremely well•sorted sand consisting of well ... rounded grains. Such a 

sand would have a distribution of pores of equal size which latteral 

dimensions might be represented by an equivalent circular section. 

This representation was used by Bartell and Osterhof (17), who 

used measurements of displacement pressures for the eomputati8n or inter

laeial contact angles and adsorption tensions. The material used by them 

consisted of finely p-ound pure silica, smaller than 350 mesh, and 

compacted into a porous membrane. As displacement pressure, they measured 

the minimum pressure necessal"Y to prevent water from advancing in the 

capillary pores of the membrane, the pores or the membrane being filled 

with air. This arrangement measures a displacement pressure eorresponding 

to an ftadvaneing contact angle," which means that the pressure is measured 

which just prevents the liquid, which wets the solid material prefer

entially, from advancing. (The contact angle is defined as the angl$ made 

between the interface of the wetting and the non•wetting fluid, and the 

$0lid walls.) As was pointed out by the same authors later (18), there is 

a distinet difference between advancing and receding contact angle in many 
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cases. The receding contact angle is established when the porous medium 

is first saturated with the liquid that wets it preferentially and then 

pressure is applied to displace this liquid from the interstices against 

its capillary tendeney, to retain its advanced position in the interstices. 

The receding contact angle method or determining displacement pressures 

was used later by- Bartell and Whitney (19) for determination of adhesion 

tensions and seemed to give more consistent results . As will be shown 

later, there is a definite relationship between the interfaeial contact 

angle and the displacement pressure. The distinction between receding and 

advaneing contaet angles makes, therefore, that the displaeement pressure 

ie not uniquely defined. In the case of infiltration of a watersand by 

oil, however, we always deal with a receding contact angle, and unless 

otherwise defined, our displacement pressures will always refer to receding 

eontaot angles. 

To facilitate better unde~standing of the factors involved in 

capillary phenomena, we want to summarize, at this point, some of the basic 

relationships. 

P.11 capillary phenomena are directly related to surface and 

adhesion tensions; and the tend~ncy al.ways prevails to reach a condition 

of minimum :free surface energy. 

One of the most important theorems on capillary behavior is the 

following: The exeess of pressure on one side of a film of constant 

inte:rtaeial tension, over that on the other side; is equal to 

S (l/R1 .t l/R2) where Sis the interfaeial tension and R1, R2 are the 

principal radii of curvature of the film at the point in question (20). 

The positive or negative sign allotted to the curvatures depends upon 

whether the center of curvature lies on one side of the film or on the 
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other, and is mostly established by convention. 

This theorem relates the pressure across an interface to the 

interracial tension and the curvature of the interface. In the case of 

two fluids within a pol'Qus medium, the pressure across the interface is 

termed the "capillary pressure." When the capillary pressure is zero, 

the curvature is zero and the interface is a plane. Such interface is 

often referred to as a "free liquid surface." 

One of the best known.capillary phenomena is the capillary 

rise of liquids, 1n circular tubes of small diameters, above a free 

liquid surface. The magnitude of this capillary rise can be related to 

the interracial tension for the combination of fluids under consideration, 

the radius of the capillary tube and the interfa-cial contact angle , made 

with the walls of the tube (21) . 

The derivation of the relationship is based on the following 

considerationsi The interracial tension exists throughout the interface 

with an equal magnitude and tends to keep the interface as small as 

possible at a given set of conditions. To maintain this tension at the 

contact line of the walls with the interface, the walls must exert a 

force per unit length, on the interf'ae•e which equals the interfacial 

tension. (Compare, for instance, a rope under tension fastened to a 

wall. The wall exerts the same force on the rope as the tension within 

the rope. ) For a circular tube or radius r the total foree exerted by 

the walls on the liquid at the interface is 2 TT rs, and the total 

vertical foree on the liquid column 2 Tf r s cos 9 if 9 is the 

interracial contaet angle . 

This force must equal the force exerted by gravity on the 

liquid column above the free liquid surface. 



Equating the t o forces leads direetly to the expressions 

s • ;rHdg 
2 cos 8 

where r 1s the tube radius, d the density difference between the two 

fluids, e th interfaeial contact angle with the solid material of the 

walls of the tube, and His the height above the free liquid surface, when 

the nu.id within the tube is in capillary equilibrium. (H refers to the 

lowest point of the interface.) H d represents here the pressure 

differential across the interface ( 1n g/ ,.,,., 1-) and 1s therefore identical 

with the capillary pressure. Corresponding to this capillary pressure, 

the interfaetl has a .fixed curvature, in the above equilibrium position. 

We are now able to analyze more clearly the relation between the 

displacement pressure and the oapillaey pressure. Assume again a porous 

bloek completely saturated with water. At its boundary the curvature of 

the liquid surface is sero and the capillary pressure is zerQ. We now 

IllQWit this block SQ t}¥lt a pressure differential ean be applied ae~oss it, 

lengthwise, tor instance by applying a pressure via a fluid (air or oil) 

above :lt, while keeping the pressure below it constant. As we increase 

the press~e above the block, the pressure across the fiuid interface at 

the upper boundaey increases and correspondingly the curvature er the 

interface 1ncreas•s• In this way we can increase the exterior pressure 

differential and thereby the capillary pressure across the interface and 

the interface curvature, until the foree exerted by the exterior pressure 

equals the forqe due to the interracial tension. Any increase of pressure 

above this point will cause the fluid to flow. This critical capillary 

pressure is the displacement pressure corresponding to th receding inter

facial eontaet angle. The curvature that is reached at this point is the 

mhtlmum interfacial curvature with which the two fluids can be contained 
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together within this particular porous medium. 

If we can compare the porous medium to a bunch of vertical 

capillary tubes, we see that the critical capillary pressure; or the 

displacement pressure, is equal to the graVitational pressure difterential 

i.n the equilibrium position or capillary rise 1n a tube. 

Bartell and Osterhof, using this analogy, used the formula 

S • r H d g 
2 cos e 

derived for the capillary tube$, in the ease of the porous membrane, 

substituting the displacement pressure rr for the gra1fitational press"Ur 

H d g thus having: 

s • r ,rr 
2 oos e 

From this tormula, r (the equivalent radius of the pores) can be caloulated 

if e is known, or vice versa. 

We see that according to the above derivation TT is inversely

proportional to :rand that for a porous medium, strictly speaking, we can 

only sharply define the displacement pressures if all pores have the same 

equivalent radius. For a normal sandstone or other porous sediment, W$ 

have a wide range of pore sizes and il"regulal"ly shaped pores. Fortunatel.7 

not all large pores are mutually inter•eonnected., and neither are the 

small ones. Therefore, for a reasonably homogenous sandstone penetration 

in a given direction will have to make use at least of part of tbe smaller 

pores. The displacement pressure is the pressure at which continuous :f'low 

will take place through the speeimen, using the easiest continuous path in 

a given direction. fhis makes that even for very badly sorted sandstones 

the displacement pressures are still de.fined within a fairly narrow range 

of values. 

As pointed out by Leverett (16), the comparison of an average 
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sandstone with a bundle of straight capillacy tubes is over-simplified 

and leads; in most cases, to erroneous results. In the case of sand• 

stones we certainly cannot speak any longer about any one equivalent 

radius of the pores, and even assuming a fixed distribution of 

equivalent radii does not give the complete picture, as it does not take 

into account the irregular shapes and inter-eo'nneotions or the pores. 

Leverett therefore suggests to abandon the representation by parallel 

straight capillary tubes completely, and focused attention instead on the 

relationships between capillary pressure, interfaoial curvature and the 

relative saturation of the different nuid components. The treatment of 

these rela~ionsh1ps by Leverett is of great importance in the theoretical 

evaluation of the displacement pressure, in terms of the basic character

istics- of the rocks in question. We will summarize in short, therefore, 

the results of Leverett's work. 

Part of the derivations are made for a vertical column of 

poro'U$ _solid• preferentially wetted by ene fluid (forming zero contact 

angle with the solid) and partly saturated with a second fluid of smaller 

density-. The fluids may be taken as respectively, water and oil. 

Use is made again of the relationship between capillary pressure 

and interfacial curvature, 

J\n additional formula is derived for the vertical distribution of capillary 

pressure, in the following manners 

Consider a large porous mass, preferenti,ally wetted b;y water 

in which -two fluids such as oil and water are distributed in the manner 

required for capillaey equilibrium. Suppose a small volume of water A V 
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is transferred from the level h, to the level h • dh. Since equilibrium 

exists, the change in free energy due to the infinitesimal displacement 

of V will be zero (dF • O). dF, however, consists of two parts, which 

therefore must be equal and of opposite signs 

a) The ehange in free energy of A V by the rise in the 

gravitational tieldi 

.U:.. # ~ . g.AV 
<> h w 

( ~ w : density ot water) 

( g : acceleration of gravity) 

b) The change ot tree energy ot AV passing from a level h 

where the pressure of the water is Pw to a level (h • dh) 

where the water pressure is (Pw + dPw) t 

We have therefore, 

dF • ~} dh • ( o F ) dPw • ~"' g AV d h + A VdPw c 0 
b h a Pw 

• • •• (1) 

A similar derivation may be made tor the oil, which gives: 

• d P0 a ~o g d h • • • • (2) 

The capillary pressure Pc across the water-oil interface is by definition 

Po : Po• Pw, whenoe differentiating, 

• • • • (3) 

Combination of expressions (1), (2} and (3) gives: 

• • • • (4) 

where 6 fw 0 is the density difference between water and oil. 

As shown before, there is a definite minimum value tor the 

capillary pressure across the interfaee between the two t'l.uids within tbe 

porous medium, equal to the displacement pressure. For all larger values 

ot P0 we find the relation between P0 and h by integrating equation (4), 
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so that we obtain& 

where 

is the displacement pressure tor water by oil for the particular 

porous medium under consideration. 

lt should be emphasized that equation (5) ns derived without 

any asawqptions regarding the fluids or the porous medium, except that 

~ are 1aotnern!a1 and in capillary equilibrium. A corollary or equation 

(5) is that Ml jatertgces in W .Rartieular two.tluid wstem baye the 

same ouryature and qapUlary pressure at the same horizontal level~ it 

they' are 1n capillary equilibrium. 

Assuming a eypothetical level or zero curvature and zero 

capillary pressure, which would coincide with a free liquid surfaoe ottt• 

side the porous medium, the zone ot l~ water saturation will tor a 

given porous medium; always extend to the same elevation above the 

b;,vpothetical tero level. At the top ot this sone ot 1~ water saturation 

the capillary pressure will be equal to the displacement pressure, tor 

that particular two-fluid system. 

Attar establishing the relat1C>nship between capillary pressure 

(or curvature) and height, it remains to find the relation between 

eurvature and saturation in order to find the vertical distribution ef 

the fluids 1n the sand column. 

Al.though we are., in eur case, not interested in any static 

tluid distribution, the l"elat1onship between curvature and saturation 1n 

tel'JD8 of normal characteristics ot the sand in question, will tu auto• 

matieall)" the relation between the displacement pressure (whieb is just 

one point on the curvature,,,,saturation gi-aph) and theae sand characteristics. 
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The curvature ot the oil-water interface is apart from its 

the~c relation to capillary pressure and height, a geometric 

quantity <ietermined by the dimensions of the interstices in which it 

exists, the eontaet angle ot the interface with the solid and the propor

tions of the fluid phases present. 

Work 1v' w. o. Smith (22) and others has shown that the curvature 

aatU1'8tion function is not single valued over its entire range. There is 

a considerable lV"steresis loop in the function. The reasons for this 

behavior are derivable trom the geometry of the system as discus,ed 1n 

detail b7 Smith. fhere also are god indications tl)at the two .branches 
ot :1,1?:e b.vsteresis loop correspond respectively to the establisgpent ot 1 

reo,41,ng or g adyanging contact angle. 

LeVentt determined the saturation• curvature relationship 

eX,PerimentallT tor clean, unconsolidated sands. He used both 1mbibit1on 

and drainage to obtain the saturation gradients. Corresponding to 

imbibition (advancing contact angle) one branch or the eurves was obtainea, 

while drainage (receding contact angle) gave the other branch of the 

byateresis loop. The receding contact angle curve gives.higher values of 

capillary pressure tor a given saturation than the advancing contact angle 

The most important result of Leverett' s work, as far as our' 

problem is ooncef'll.ed, is that regardless or the degree of sorting or the 

character of the sands,, the same curves were obtained for the eurvature -

saturation relationship; when plotted in the dimensionless form 

A f g b . ( ...L ) 12. against S. or JJL . ( ...L) 11:l against Sw (both are 
s S" s . </ 

exactly equivalent according to equation (5) ► Here K is the permeability 
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and <f is the i'ractional porosity. K must be expressed 1n c.g.s. units, 

consistent with the Qther variables of the gnup. 

Fig. 2 gives the relationship as determined by Leverett (23) tor 

clean, unconsolidated sands. With clean sands are meant sands void of 

clayey and amorphow, materials. 

The replaeeD1$lt pressure is the largest capillary pressure found 

tor 100%water saturation and is determined from the largest value or 

!L, ·'°-': '< ..Lf1ter 100% water saturation on the receding contact angle 
s ·,. </ 

(dra;lnage) curve. This maximum value is the same tor all clean sands and 

has a value of .3 in fig. a. To tind the displacement pressure for any 

clean, unconsolidated sand, we may use, therefore, the following procedures 

Determine the porosity and permeability (one c.g.s. unit of permeability• 

l.Ol'l.i x 108 dareies); find the interfaeial tension for the oil-brine 

oomb1nation 1n qaestion (approximately .35 dynes/c.,,a) and apply the formula: 

7T = 0.3 s (K/ f) - 1/2 • • •• (6) 

It clayer or hydratable material is present, the water is held by otheJ!' 

than oapillar7 forces only. The tendency seems to be, a decrease of the 

constant :tn formula (6), for increases in content of qdratable material. 

'fhe deorea8$ or the constant does not mean, however, that 7T decreases 

with increasing amount of clayey material, as the latter decreases the 

permeability very strongly, while practically not changing the porosity. 

The capillary behavior in porous media has been elaborated upon 

in a recent paper by Rose and Bruce (24) who extended the principlelll 

outlined oai-liel", to consolidated porous ·rocks and derived several n81f 

relationships between the .f\mdamental characteristics of those rocks and 
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their capillary properties. 

The following paragraph gives an outline of their analysis, 

which they start with Leverett•s equation for the capillary retention 

relations 

j (~ ) = ~ . ( ...L)¼ •.•• (7) where j (Sw) is a dimensionless 
"'W s 'f 

function of the wetting phase saturation. 

It can be shown f'rom the Poise\ti.lle and Dai-cy equations for 

permeability that the term (K/ 'f ) 1/2 is equal to the average pore radius 

of the PO.rous medium under consideration. Hence Leverett1s equation 

conforms with the basie expression for capillary rise in circular tubes, 

in that it combines the same variables in a simple relationship. 

Starting with the equation Pc • d g h = ...2l,. for capillary 
r 

rise in spherical tubes, Carman (25) showed that to evaluate capillary 

rise in more complex systems, su.eh as random-packed non•spherical sand 

grains, we can replaoe the radius r, by twice the hydraulic radius. 
' 

The latter is defined as the ratio of porosity , 'I, to the surface area 

ot the. grains ,A, in units or bulk volume. Thie leade to the relation: 

·-.!a... 
s 

d g h 
s 

.A.. 
<f 

•••• (S) 

The connection between equations (7) and (8) becomes evident by 

considering the Xozeny equation (26, 27) which expresses the specific 

surface area in terms or permeability and porosity. 

Rose and Bruce rearranged this equation ae follows1 

A • 'f fr, l/2 (1/k) 1/2 • • • • (9) 

where k is the so-called "rock textural constant". F.quation (9) is the 
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expression for streamline motion through granular beds. 

Combining (9) and (8) we haves 

-_!g_. C...lJ 1/2 C..l . .J 1/2 or P9 LL) 1/2 • (l/k) l/2 ••• (lOa) 
s Cf k S cp 

Remembering that (8) is the expression tor capillary rise and that tor 

circular tubes his measured to the lowest point of the meniscus, abov• 

-the free llquid surface, while Pc is the pressure differential across the 

interface (or meniscus) we see, that Pc is the capillary pressure, 

corresponding to the highest point of 100% water saturation, as in the 

case of the eircular tube. In other words, Pc 1n equation (lOa) equals 

the displacement pressure Tr • 

Rewriting (lOa} gives uss 

..J?:.._ (K/ f/J ) 1/2 :: (1/k) 1/2 
s 

• • •• (10b) 

where the displacement pressure Tr :; -t <" ,tt Pc. • 
Sw, -+I 

F,quation (lOb) shows that for consolidated systems the constant 

of equation (6) which was found to be approximately equal to 0.3 for 

unconsolidated clean sand, equals the square root of the reciprocal Kozeny 

constant. 

That is .,f, "". j (~) • (l/k) 1/2 
Sw- I ""'W 

The Xczeny constant is related to the specific surface area by equation 

(9), which givesa 

k • or with 

k a 
K (Al)i 

• • • • (11) where Al is the inter-

sti tial surf ace area in c ..,, " per c -m3 pore voJ.w. 
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Equation (8) applied to porous media gives the direct relation between 

the displacement pressure and the specific surface area per bulk-volume • 

..JI_ • A/ f 
s 

• • • • (12) 

Equation (10b) showed the relationship between the displacement pressure 

and Kozeny's eonstanto 

For clean unconsolidated sands the value ot k is about S.5. 

Rose and Bruce showed that k depends very strongly on the fine 

. traction (:::::: clay content) ot the sands. 

They found tor a clay percentage of 5.9 a value of k • 31.2 and 

tor a clay percentage or 8.5 and ll.6 respectively, k • 155~0 and 

k • 400.0. 

This indicates that the Kozeny constant k can be used as a 

measure of the extent to which the sediment behaves as an argillaeeous 

rock. 

This suggests that k may be related to tbe factors determining 

the magnitude of the electrochemical potentials which are established 

when solutions ot different salinities are brought into contact with each 

other within the interstices of the sediments. 

These potentials are also d•pendent on the relative position of 

the sediment in the sandstone shale series. The factor that identifies 

this position is the electrochemical "formation coefficient.• This factor 

is at a minimum tor clean sands and at a maximum for purely- argillaeeous 

A description of the characteristics of the above mentioned 

electrochemical potentials and the precise definition of the formation 

coefficient are given in another thesis by this author (28). 
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The purpose of the experimental part or this thesis will be to 

determine whether any of the constants related to the displacement pressure, ' 

oan bti corr.lated with the electrochemioal formation coefficients. 

Such oorre.lation, it established, will f"urDJ.sh a means of deter

minlng the displacement pressure by subsurface g«>logioal methods. 

lefor$ describing the •~rimental procedure and results, two 

other factors gove1'h1ng the aecumulat1on and final distribution of oil 

and gas, 1n reservoir, have to be analyzed. 

These taotors are the intertacial tension, s, and the density 

dU'fennce betw•n the wetting phase and the non-wetting phase, L1 q • 

The displacement pressure for &?l1 given rock and an water-oil 

coiabinat1on, 1s d~e4t4" proportional to the intertacial tension, S-, 

wbU• A ~ is the taoto:r governing the buoyancy of the oil, which ro:rms 

the counterpart of the capillary forces. 

Both factors enter, as well, in the trapping or the oil and 

gas, under a eaprock as 1n the final distribution of the wetting and 

110n-wetting phases, in the porous reservoir rook. 

It the toroe of buoyanc.,y caµsed by the density ditfereno• 

betwtJen the brine and tht 011 is larger than tl\le displae$11lent pressure ot 

the oaprock, the ti-ap will leak, permitting oil to infiltrate the caprock. 

Dul"Sng this ini"Utration buoyancy must remain larger than the displacement 

pressure• until a minimum oil saturation 1n the caprock is reached, at 

which the relative permeability ot the tock to oil is larger than ierc.>. 

Until this point is reached no continu0us flow of oil can occur. Onoe the 

mtn11nu saturation is established, however, the ,oil will flow under a:n:, 
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pressure gradient and it will migrate out or the trap. 

It is of primary importance, therefore; to know the magnitude 

of ell and gas densities and or the inter.facial tensions, under reservoir 

conditions,. 

A discussion of the variations of these quantities with 

temperature. and pressures, which will enable us to es-timate their ilagni• 

tude at depth, ia given in Part IJ;I of this thesis. 
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PQT :P:+ 
pens1t1es pf oil andga1. 

011::u1uar ans oU•gas 1nte.rt:Aa!il tensiqus. 

The varSationc, with temperature and pressure or density ditter

ence and interfaoial tension between oil or gas and oil field brinee, 

will be analyzed in the following paragraphs. They wtll be presented 1n 

tttrms ot variations with depth, assuming a constant temperature gradient 

with depth and an average rook pressure. 

The analyais will be carried out in the following orders 

1. Density variations of natural gases with depth. 

2. Surtaee tension of oil field brines against natural gas and 

its variation with depta. 

3. Density of crude oils and its variatien with reservoir 

temperatures and pressures. 

4. ou-.ater interracial tension. 

1. Dt,a11tr :mti~ o( watyra;J; g1g1s, Ji:\Q si!Ptii• 

To tacilitate analysis of the variation of densities and inter

taeial tasiona with depth, we will asS\1111$ an average temperature 

gradient of 10 F per 60 tee~ or depth and an increase in rock pressure ot 

4 p.s.t. per 10 f'ffte 

It reaenoir pressures and temperatures deviate considerably 

fro• the concU.tiona resulting f':rom the above assumptions, the relations 

derived later have to be used step by step. 

fig • .3 shows the variation ot temperatures and pressures with 

depth, corresponding to the above assumptions. 

To find the variation of gas density with depth we cannot 

simply apply the gas 'law or Boyle, which holds true only for ideal gaseso 
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Deviations from Boyle's law are taken into account by applying an 

experimentally determined correction factor to the value of the volume, 

V, found for a given quantity of gas at elevated temperature and pressure. 

The density then is inversel7 proportional to the corrected 

volume. 

The correction factors as mentioned above were given by Sage 

and Laoe1 (28) tor pressures up to 3000 psi and temperatures ranging 

from 7(//' F tG 2200 F. 

These data were extended by Standing and Katz (29) to pressures 

up to 101000 psi and temperatures up to 'JOCI' F. The latter authors 

.furthermore tolmd that many types of gases give smooth relationships 

between their pseude~eritical conditions and their gravity (compared to 

air). All gases whose ps~udo•critical temperatures and pressures fit a 

certain set of gravitf ourves, have the same density for a given temper• 

ature, pressure and gas gravity, independent of their eompesi tion. This 

simplification makes it possible to construct charts giving gas density 

as a i'un.:.t1.on ot temperature, pressure and gas gravity. (Gas gravity a 

specific gravity of gas/ specific gravity of air.) 

Such ¢harts were made up by Standing and Katz for hydrocarbon 

gases containing more than 83j of combined methane, beptanes and heavier 

fl-action•• This includes most of the natural gases. 

From these charts fig. 4 has been prepared giving gas density 

(in g/cm,3) as a flmction of depth, for gas gravities ranging from .6 to 

1.0 • 

For gases containing more than 3% nitrogen and larger fractions 

ot ethane, propane .and butanes, the densities deViate from the relation 

presented in fig. 4 and have to be calculated with the use of the extended 
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compressibility correction factor chart given by Standing _and Katz. 

For our purposes, however, fig. 4 gives a good representation 

of the magnitude of density variation with depth for most saturated 

natural gases. 

2. @ur£ace tension or 211 field ;ripes against natural gasand .ij;§ 

The behavior of the surface tension of water against natural 

gaa at .ievated temperatures and pressures was investigated by Hocott 

(30) • 

Fig. 5 gives the results of these investigations for a gas 

consisting mostly er methane, with some ethane and propane, as given by 

Hocott. The curve £or 2~5° F is extrapolated. 

From the :relations presented in figs. 3 and 5, curve (a) of 

fig. 6 has been prepared giving the water,.gas interracial (surface.) 

tension as a function of depth. 

For studies of the equilibrium distribution of gas and water in 

a gas reservoir~sand the ratio . Ll ~ is one of the most important factors. 
s 

in t~is ease is the density difference between the brine 

( f ~ 1.1 g/cm3) and the natural gas. For a gas of o.8 gravity A f 

has been calculated from fig. 4 and A f is given in fig. 6, curve (b) • 
s 

To make th$ latter relation appliceble in reservoir computations we have 

te assume that the interracial tension between water and a relatively dry 

gas does not differ greatly from that between water and a "wet" gas. 
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3. Uen§itz or crude oils and its variatiQn with reservoir temp1ratures 

and pre§sures. 

f}ie variation of the density or crude oils with temperature 

and pressure is very much complicated by the solution of gas in the oil. 

Especially the lighter hydrocarbon gases, such as methane and ethane, 

cause large changes in oil density• when they are dissolved in the oil 

in .sutfioient quantities • . 

Therefore the density of a given crude oil can only be compttted 

it the methane and ethane conte~t at the depth in question is lmown. The 

eOmp\ltat1on may be carried out following a method outlined by- Standing 

and ·Katz. (31). This method consists of first determining a bypethetioal 

a\U"faee density, whieh would represent the gravity of the oil 1mdex

surtsee conditions, if all of the z,iethane and ethane dissolved at depth 

w9uld rema:tn in solution. This eypothetical density is then corrected 

tor the etfe~ta ot tempfilrature and press\U'e• The oo:rreotad value equals 

the actual density at the depth under consideration. 

The dit!iculty in obtaining a generalized relation between oil 

densities and :reservoir temperatures and pressures, is caused by the 

£act that the crude oil at depth is not generally saturated with the 

lignt,r l\vdro.ea:rbon gases (methane and ethane). 

li' complete saturation did exist, the amounts of methane and 

ethane in SQlUtion, at various temperatures and pressures, could be 

oalculated from the experimental data assembled by Sage, Laeey and 

co-workers (32, 33; .34). 'these data include experimental determinations 

of the amounts of methane and ethane dissolved in various oils at 

reservoir temperatures and bubble .. po:int pressures. With the aid ot 

these values, the oU densities could be easily computed following the 
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method of Standing and Katz, for the case of eomplete saturation. 

As the actual saturatien varies from case to case, no general 

rule can be laid down for the variation or crude oil density with depth. 

In specific cases, however, the densities mq be computed fellowing the 

above principles. 

Fig. 7 shows two examples or such computations. Curve (a) 

represents a crude of 25.70 A.P.I. gravity which does not eentaln methane 

nor ethane. , Ourve (b) $hows the density variation tor a crude oil con

taining S% methane and 15% ethane at a depth larger than 7000 feet and 

being $a'turated with methane closer to the surface. 

4. 011-nter mt,rrao1s1 tenn1mi. 

The data on oil-water interfaeial tensions are extremely 

scarce. Li'fingston (32) ·found the following generalities tor the inter

facial tension between reserVoir brinee and •dead-oil": At 7(/J !' oils 

with :viscosity highe,r than 7 eentipoises gave an average of 21 • .'3 dynes/om 

intertacial tensien. Oils with a viscosity smaller than 4 centipo1ses 

gave an average of 19 dynes/em. 'this indicates that changes with the 

character of the crude oil are not too important. In general higher 

rteoosity crudes have higher interracial tensions. 

Por the variation ot interfaeial tension with temperature, 

Livingston. gives an average decrease of 0.15 dynes/em per o P increase 

in temperature. 

The average value for all crudes tested at 7(j!> F was found by 

him as 20.4 dynes/cm. 

However, under reservoir conditions, the pressures are 

generally above the saturation pressures for the prevailing temperatures 
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and the oil ls saturated with natural gas, so that conclusions reached. 

tor dead oil do not appl;v'. 

Hoeott (30) tound that variations in pressures abci>ve and below 

the saturation pressure; at a given temperature, have ~lat1V$ly little 

1nl.luenc.e • tlut :l.ntertacial tensicm. Hoeott•s measUNl!lents were made 

tor oil• :l.n equUlbl.'iwn saturatlon wtth natural gas, at variou pressw:-es, 

t<t:r a gt,,_ NSff'TOilr' tempereture-. Wortunat~ no measur•ments were mad• 

tor one give oil at vartoWI! teDtperatures.-

The om-v•s obtained by Hocott are ;represented in fig. s. On these 

Cl.tffta •• have tmile1,aW po.!nts corresponding to the temperature tor whioh 

the c~~"' •-- plotW and the pressure. that would pNVBU at a depth at 

,rbt~b such ~ture would occur aecorilng to the. depth .. wmperatUN -

preseure Nlaliouh1p ot f'ig. 3. The points are indicated by small 

tr1angl.•s• / 

'th• gravity of the crudes used tor the eXpe~iments h'om which 

ourvts I, n and III ot tig.- S were obtained was respeot1V$1J 33 •. S; 36.,9 

ed .41.3° .A.P:.I. 

this lll&in$ th.,- are essentially all higb gravity oils, and neg-

lqtlng dltt'ffettOet in th♦ 1ntertac1al tens1.ons due to the va:t:l.atlons ln 

the •ba•o- ot thea• oils will oaWH.t relativ-3.y small eno:ts. The PoSi• 

Uon or tho thN• trta~ points shoWD tn ttg. 8 gives u therefore the 

approximate t~tnd. or the relationlbip betwe,n pre.ssure-, depth er oorres• 

~ ~ratUN and th• lntertac:t.al tensions tor crude one completelf 

or near~ saturated with natUl'Bl gas at elevated temperature,. In ttg., S 

this trend bas been 1ndicated by a straight line through the three points. 

W$ note fro• fig. 8 that at low pressures, the variations :la 

pressu:re or 1n the amounts of gas dissolved blvt a much greater intluenee 
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• the lntertaetal tension. For pressures below 1200 p.s.1. (or at 

depths btlow JOOO t•et) th• intertaeial tension deoreases rapidl.7 tor 

4¥Nall!ng a•unta ot gas 41eao1ved. It is known that S.n the il.all8 rang• 

of pres..-.. tht 1urfae• tnaion ot ~nd• oils decreas•s wlth increasing 

amount. o.t gaa 41sf01,vecl. These two tNnda are 1n agre.-nt with Antonow•• 

Nl• wbl4ll .i&t,ai that to~ mutually aaturated aolut~n• tlut in:t.rta,ial 

.-ton appl"OX1Mttq tquala th• du.terenoe betw,en the two aurtae, .t.n• 

•t-. lt •• ·e,h;.,n., ........,••• b7 Livlnga.ton (35) that tor crude oU water 

.,__, a__,.,• Nl♦: oaiuiot bt applied to compute the oil-water int.,. 

tao1a1 'leutou. 

fhe deonas.t 1n· 1nterfac1al tension with deor.asmg amouata ot 

gaa ~laaol..« in tht range of-· low pressures rill explain 1n pan the ditt_.. 

ttno•• 1n a1-c>lutt valuea of the interlaoial tensions a, tottnd tv Li~ 

and by- Hc,oott. At ataaoepbM'tc p:reaau.:Nt and 1300 r Bocett finds for a 41.30 

A.P.l. gravlt, oil; an intertaoial tension of 31 d1n•s/om. for the •• 

~,_... LS:dngaton finds values ot the 1n~tac1al tansion of the •rder· 

ot 12 cvn••/• 
Ae looott• a experiaents atem to Npresent •r• olos~ reservoii" 

ton.4#.tiou we will u,e th• tNnd eatabliahed bJ hie data to i";present 

nugblJ" t!M· 'V'lriatlA»l ot 1nterfac1al ttneton at depth. 1or the rang• ot 

~ ~au,ea •• haff to ta• into adcomt the decrease or the 1ntertaoial 

ttrltita cta.e. to tlw cleoreas• 1n amounts ot gas dtasolv-4. Tu overall ,uta~ 

"'8 et tn~ou1 tension with depth toUO'dng the abov• Nl.atione 11 

N~W ,ohaatioall1' in tig. 9 • 

. Fftnl ftg•• 6 and 9 • note tbat at large deptha (10,000 feet) the 

1nwrtaoial tensl9a nte-oU anc1 ti. intertaoial tension watd-natural gas, 
~ 

appi,oaeh •ch other vv, oloeel.7.· 
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PW IV 

Experimental prpcegure 

The purpose of the experimental part of this thesis, is to 

measure displacement pressures of porous rocks and eompar& them with 

data compiled from research on self-potentials ot similar rocks. 

To measure the displacement pressures, a cylindrical core ot 

approximately 2.8~ diameter and 2" height is mounted in the bottom part 

of the cylinder of a baroid wall building tester" The eore is then 

flushed with CO2 gas to remove t}le air from the interstices. Thereupon 

water is forced through., All trapped CO2 gas will dissolve in the 

water. This flushing is oonti~ued until the electrical resistivity ot 

the core (measured with a four electrode system) does no longer change. 

A second check is made by comparison or the resistivity of the influent 

and effluent water. fthen the latter are equal, no more CO2 is going 

into solution, which means that no more co2 is present 1n the core. 

After the core is thus 100% saturated with water, the 

permeability to water is meas~ed and also the porosity (as the weight 

difference between the wet and the dry eore, divided by the bulk volume). 

Oil (.300 A.P.I. gravity) is then poured in the upper part et 

the cylinder to a height of' approximately 1/211 and pressure is applied, 

using a nitregen bottle with regulating valves. 

It was initially attempted te measure the displacement pressure 

directly as the minimum pressure at which water would be effluent from 

the core. It was round, however, that this point is dit'.t'ieult to 

determine, as oil will enter some large pores first and displace some 

water before complete infiltration takes place. 
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To avoid this difficulty the apparatus was adjusted to measure 

the capillary pressure• saturation relationship tor each eore. The 

displaeement pressure 1s then defined as 

The baroid wall building tester was adapted tor capillary 

measurements in the following manner; (See fig. 10) 

The holder (11) .shown in fig. iOa was replaced by a holder (ffl.) 

which is shown s~hematically in fig. lOb. 

In addition an insert (I) was machined to fit with a sliding 

fit inside 11, resting with its f'.1.ange on the inside shoulders cf .l{l and 

just clear1ng the bottem o~ nl to allow fluid passage. 

In the insert .I a high grade ciroular porous disc is fitted, 

which has a oontl'Olled pore size of approximately 1 miol"On. The disc 

is secured in place by eastol1te easting resin and a circular groove is 

c1%t in the resin, to hold an "O"-seal gasket; which fits against the 

lower :rim of the 'baroid cylinder. The castolite is a thel"D10•sett1ng 

resin, which is cured -tor approximately .'.3S minutes at. 17('/J F. It makes 

a very tight bond with the por<>us material, but a :rather poor one with 

the 'bl'ass or the insert. The •ott-aeal gasket, however, prevents any, 

leakage 'between the resin and the brass, and the only passage for 

effluent fluids 1s thr'E)ugh the porous disc. The bottom of the insert is 

pertomted by syDlll".etrically placed amall holes (1/1611 ). Water passing 

through these hOles collects in the small clearing between IP- and the 

bottom ot land drains off through the little tube inserted in the center 

ot al. 

The p0roue plate (Coors #740 porcelain) when water wetted has 

a displaCelU$?lt pressure of more than 40 ps:l. Thus by increasing the gas 

pressure on the oU we may increase th• confining pressure on the oil 
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to 40 psi~ The water, on the other hand, can freely move through the 

permeable porcelain. In this way we can establish any differential 

pressure between the oil and water up to 40 psi, the water :remaining at 

atmospheric pressure. The pressure differential across the oil~water 

interface is in ettect the capillary pressure. To any pressure thus 

established corresponds a fixed water•saturation, which is measured by 

subtracting the amount of effluent water from the amount originally 

present, or by weighing. · 

Te insure operation of this mechanism we must establish a 

continuous water path between the core and the porcelain~ Forcing the 

core directl.1 onto the porcelain might resul.t 1n breakage ot the latter~ 

Therefore a thin layer of powdered Coors porcelain was spread between 

the eore and the porcelain;· A small amount or cold water putty was 

mixed in with the porcelain powder, to provide a better bond with the 

sandstone and the porous dise. In this way a good continuous path for 

the water was maintained, preventing formation of an oil sheet between 

the core and the porcelain, while the compressibility of the intermediate 

layer protected the porcelain from physieal dam.age. 

t1onst 

The samples used, were outcrop samples or the following t'orma

Pieo sandstone (Lower Pliocene, Southern California) 

Modello shaley sandstone (Upper Miocene, Southern California) 

Saugus, landla1d sandstone (Pleistocene, Southern California) 

Berea ''clean" sandstone* (Lower Mississippian, Ohio) 

lezosoic dense sandstone (Jurassic?, Redlands, California) 

ifObtained by courtesy ot the production department of the Union Oil 

Company, Whittier, California. 
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Of the first four groups, sieve analysiij were ~de using divisions between 

16 and 250 mess/inch. In addition, thinseotiona were prepared or these 

samples and analyzed by the point counter method described by Oheyes (36). 

The in~facial tension between the oil and water used 1n the 

expe:rlmenta was detel'IDined 'by- measurements of the displacement pr•ssure of 

a fritted glass cU.ao1 The measurements were aiade by connecting the glasa 

tu.btt ot a fritttd glass gas-d1spers•• .via a pressure regulating valve to a: 

nitropn bottle. le.ton pres81ire was applied the disperser was itmnAlratd in 

water, whieh would labU,- the diec and paJ:'tl7 till the tube of the di■!"" 

Pfl'ffl'-• then pressure was applied and gJ'lldual.J.1' increased 1n ver, small 

at.pa of th• order ot o.os p.s.1 •. The ~ssure was measured by a o - lS 

p.,a.1. gag•• 'l'ht Jd.n1mum pressure at which gas would esoap•. through the 

disc was registered as the-displacement pressure tor nitrogen gas, which tot

all praetioal purposes is equivalent to the displacement pressure tor air, 

rr a..-• .Att.r tllis m.qsurement was 111ade the disc was imbibed fully with 

water again,. and oil was injected into the~ water filled tube ot the 

dia,-nr below ~ water-air int•rta••• The oil would collect at the 

aurta•• of the water and form a clean oU..-.ater interface• tree of gas 

bubbles. The preced~ was then repeated using the nitrogen preesure w 
· tore• thct oU against the wa1-•sadiurated trS.tted glass disc and the dis

placement pressun tor oil, TT 04, was measured. 

As the displacement pressures f'or porous membranes are direct4" 

pnport1ona1 to the intertaeial tension (see page 14) and the interracial 

tension ait4ater is a lmown quantit)- (namely 72 dynes/cm) we can easily 

compute the oil""'ater tntertacial tension. for the 300 A.P.J;. gravity oil 

the tollo,rtng nsul:ts were obtatned1 rr a•w = 3.8' psi rr 04 • 1.2 psi. 

This gives for the interfae1al tension« S = ¼:jg x 72 = 22.4 qnes/om. 
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PART V 

Description or §agroles rmd emriJrumtal resulJii11 

A.. Berea 1aoostQn! 

Sample descriptiont 

Average porosityi 27.1% 

Avera~e permeability to water: 25 ,, m. dareiea 

Sim awx1ira: 

Mess/inch mm (opening) % by weight 

Larger than: 16 .991 1.1.3 

It tt .420 ,.635 

ti " 80 .177 65.9 
tt " 120 .125 19. 85 

tl " 170 . 088 6.87 

" " 210 . 070 4. 22 

" It 250 . 061 .662 

Smaller thans 250 .061 . 855 

E21nt J;eun\er thinsect~gn anal.vsis: 
Classification % ot total volume 

Quartz 62.7 

Porespace 28.1 

Calcite 7. 0 

fines (clay) 1. 5 

Mica (white) 0. 5 

Feldspar --2...a 

Total 100. 0 
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The porespace as determined with the point counter method 

is 28 .• 1, of the total volume, as compared to 27~1% found as 

average porosity from determinations by imbibition with water. 

The dif'ferenee in this ease is probably due to the closed, non• 

effective pore space; whieh appears in the thinsections as open 

space, but does not effect the 1mb1b1t1on by water. 

The capillary pressure versus water saturation relations 

are given for two samples in tig. 11. 

We $8e that TT • .,,,I<' ??'I 
5 

_ 
1 

Pc 
w 

l!l o.6 psi 

The irreducible or bound water i,aturation is approximately 

0.18 • 

B. Pico IN\9@:tul (trom outcrop near Sunland., California) 

Semple description; 

Average porosity, 37.6% 

Average permeability to water: 354 m. darcies 

Sieve qnalysiss 

Mess/inch mm (opening) % by weight 

Larger than1 16 .991 9.31 

" " .420 37.54 

" tt 80 .177 26.3 

" ft 120 .125 7.91 

It ft 170 .088 7.06 

II " 210 .070 9.0 

.. " 250 .061 1.725 

Smaller than, 250 .061 1.485 
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Point counter thinsection analDis; 

Classification 

Quartz 

Porespace 

Limonite 

Feldspar 

Mica 

Accessories 

% of total volume 

43.6 

38.6 

6.75 

5.46 

2.58 

The capillary pressure versus water saturation relations 

are shown for two samples of the Pico sandstone, in fig. 12 and 

fig. 13. 

We find for the displacement pressure the values of : 0.5 

and : 0.4, res.peotively, and for the bound water content O.'J:I 

and 0.26 expressed, as a fraction of: the total porespaee. 

It must be pointed out that of necessity, the sieve and thin• 

section analyses are not made from the same specimen, for which 

the capUlaey relations are established. For this ease, however, 

the displaoement pressure for nitrogen gas was measured directly on 

the specimen ot which the thinseotion was made. We obtained a 

value ail' : l.25 psi. This gives for the displacement pressure 

tor oil, approximately½ x 1.2s : 0.49 psi, which cheeks well 

with the above resw.ts. 

c. i;iaug3Mt HMlkit 

Sample description: 

Average porosity: ll.'7% 

.Average permeability to water: 2.48 m. dareies 
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iier, anslvsisa 
Mess/inch mm (opening) "by weight 

Larger tbmu 16 .991 20.1 

It It .420 3;.o 
It " So .177 28.1 

It tt llS .131 6.s 
It It 170 .oss .3.4 

It " 210 .070 .3.2 

ft It 250 .061 o •. 7 

Smaller thans 250 .061 2.7 

Point .equru;er th1Dsegti2n .analvsiss 

Classiflcation • ot total volume 

Porespace 25.* 

Calcite 19.8 

Fines 9.6 

Feldspar 6.9 

Mica .3.6 

Accessories 0.9 

The capillary- characteristics are ~iven in fig. 14. 

We find = 3.8 psi 

The bound water content is approximately 60.~ 

ilThis value is not at all representative as beoause of the poor cementa• 

tion ot the sandstone, the thinseotion was badly tern. 
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D. Modello shaley sandstoll§ 

Sample description: 

Permeability to water: 1.47 m. darcies 

Sifve analyejps 

lless/inoh mm (opening) 

Larger than: 16 .991 

It It ,.420 

It • 80 .177 

n ff 115 .l.31 

tt n 170 .088 

tt " 210 .070 

" n 250 .061 

Smaller thant 250 .061 

f0W cgwt1r than segtion apa1ysi1• 
' . 

Classif1cat1on 

Pore space 

Feldspar 

Mica (primary and secondary) 

Fines 

Accessories (including calcite) 

Total 

% by weight 

1"12 

12.3 -, 

/J..7 

19.33 

7 • .39 

7.06 

7.94 

4.16 

volume% 

47. 

15 • .3 

6.64 

u.16 

16.7 

100.0 

The capillary- press~• versus water saturation relationship 

is gi ven in fig. 15. 

TT • ---t<- ,,.,,,_ P0 = 2.2 psi 
Sw - J 

and the bound water content, Cw : .675. 
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E.. Finally fig. 16, curve (a), gives the same relations for a dense 

Mesozoic (Jurassic?) e.and3tone. We :t'ind. TT:; 5.4 p.s.i. and a._ • .4S •. 

Fig. 16~ curve (b), shows the capillary pressure - saturation 

graph tor a Model.lo sandstone. Here we havt 

. TT• 1.25 p.s.i. and 0.· • 0.48 • 

. fbe· Kozeny e~tants for these various rooks . oan be caleulat.ed 

£rottl equat1Qn · (lOb) using the measured values of the displacement pressur• 

TT; the permeability it, and the fractional porosity f• 

).'rom equation (12), the inters~itial surf'ace areas A-1' per unit 

of pores:pflee and A~ per Ul)it of· bulk volume are calculated, using t!w 

meas~d values of 7T and 1 • tn both equations (10b} and (12) the value 

ot 8 • 22.4 dyttes/om ae was deter.mined in part 'IV (page 35} is substituted. 

The uasu.Nd_ and computed quantities at"e listed in Table A. ~.1~ 

given are the eleotnehemie$l formation coefficients for th,e various sand• 

stone.s wbi'eh were meaa..ured Jn the course of another research project by 

this authbr (28) • 

We ~tice t\'olil the data .given in Table A1 that a .f'at~ly good 

CJ&h'el.ation ~ets between .the interstitial surf'aee area per unit ot bulk 

volma and the e1eetroehem!cal formation coefficient. Pig. 17 represents 

this ~nelatkn pphic,ally. 

~ $0attering :tn the points as shown 1n fig. 17 is probably

pertly du.e to experimental, !naceUl'Sc1es, and partly caused by- the fact 

that the samples 01' which the capillary measurements were made are no.t 

emctly ld.entical to the ones tor which the electroehemical potentials 

w.re measured~ 

The large ditterenees in c,haNcter., composition, age and origin 

of the samples used, gives g0od assurance that the graph of tig. 17 repi-.-, 

$tnts a unt•c,rsal ~a'tionl!Jhip tor sedlaents ot thtt shale sandet,ne series. 
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Sample 
No, .; 

Berea ss 
9-1 

Pice sa 
-l-4 

Pico ss 
P-41> 

Saugus 88 
S-Jb 

Modello 
shaley ss 

¥•4 

Kesosoic 
dense ss 

1-1 

llodello ss 
1-2 

t@LI-A 
. ! r • 
7T (K) 

frac- JC T7 
1T TT ti&nal milli- I o •. g.s. A*; A 

Pat,l. 4.mu/g? p>rgs;UJ sl,mv, leieSe VDU@; tmits k ;m2; c-2 

o,.6 '. A,400 -254 25 10 2.4AA :;z; 10- .0571 300 1§50 470 

0.45 31,<m .333 3l.8 3.1,4 x 10•9 .]JJ9 55.C, 13§0 t,,60 

q.4; 31,000 ,284 390 3,85 x 10--9 ,l.6QS 38.,6 1389 393 

3,8Q 262,4QQ .o.106 2,62 .2,59 x 10-ll ,1828. £ti 11700 1261 

~-2 152,-QQ.0 0.150 1.47 1,45 x 10-ll .Q668 2?4 6791) . 1020 

5.4 

l,2i 

372.000 s 0.058 0.015 1,48 x 10-1.3 ,0?65 um 16600 

~-200 0,202 3~ 3,t.,6 :;z; l.Q:.;10 ,l~ 32-6 Jatto 

NO'l'lh l p.s.1. • 69,,000 dynes/om2-

l darcy = 9.8692 x 10•9 c.g.s. units or permeability 

S' ■ 22.4 dynes/em 

964 

777 

C 
fo:rmation 

coef"fieient 

9:1&? 

o,m 

0.126 

o,.M t 

0.55 

0.,1,37 

Q,/tlO 
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Th• large calcite content or the Saugus sandstone (see thin

section analysis) may well indicate that the relation also holds true tor 

c~caNGus sediments~. 

Iw~t and Bruce (24) have shown t hat a rough correlation exists 

between the boUtid water content Gw and the interstitial surface area per 

unit po~, volume. 

fable B gives the values for Cw:,- C and Al tor the sandstones 

that were !nveetigated• 

NM I 
iUR):t la& h ..L 41 Cn~ per cm? ;ggr, xo11ml 

Berea s• 0-'1 0.1s o.w 1850 

Pico- ss J.>•Aa 0. 27 o.1s1 1.380 

Pico es p ... 4b 0,255 o.126 ]380 

SaUgUS $8 s~.3h o.6; O 64 . - 11700 

lod.Uo shale,- $11 1•4 o.675 0. 55 6790 

Mesoao1c $$ x .. 1 0.4~ 0.477 16600 

Modell.o $$' 1+9 o.48 o • .u 3840 

Wtt se~ tha'\ tor th$se ~ples the eorrelation between Cw and 41- is i:iot 

..,, good. 

The.~ Joeu to be some COn'$lation between Ow and C-. It apPf,IUS 

howev.r• that the ebs.racter of the rock mine,:ials other than their aurtac♦ 

ai-ea pca.r u:ntt VOJ.Ulll$ seems to have a lai-ger et.feet on Ow than on c. l'n 

genetal the prtsence of argillaeeous materials will increase 9w more, 

~entagewi~t than they increase the interstitial surface ·area. 

1:rom ·the val'I.U)s of k, and e listed in Table A 1t is apparent 

that no ~t correlation exists between the l{oee~ constant and the 

el~treohetai$81 formation eoe.ffiQient . This means that probably the 

correlation found by Rose and Bruce, between the amen.mt ot clay in a 
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sandstone and the Kozeny constants applies only to sandstones which differ 

1n clay content but do not vaey to any important extent in other charaoter

ieties such as the overall composition of the non•arg1llaceous parts, the 

sorting and the eem$ntation •. This explanation is supported by the data tor 

the Pico and Model.lo s~stones. '!'able A shows that within eaob groUp k is 

larger tor the sample with the higher formation coefficient. However, 

comparison betw4ien the groups indicates that no general correlation exists. 

Table e shows a listing of the amount of tine$ as determined 

from sieve analy$is and the Koze~ constants or various samples. The tines 

be:lng taken as the material <. 2~0 •sh. 

lmDP1t &a fines {weight 11 ,L 

Berea ss 0-7 1. 63 .300 

Pico ss p. 41,, 2. 59 38 .. 6 

Saugus ss S-3h 2.69 30 

Modello shal~Y ss M•4 5.1 224 

Wt0 isee that fer these widely varying specinlen no correlation is obtained 

betwten the a•unt et f'1n4's and the Jeozeny constant. It is realized, 

however, that the weight percentage ot tines depends very strongly on 

the 1ll£X1Ji1wll 11~• tsken as the limit ot the tine fraction. Po:r instanc• 

taking 200 •s.h as the Upper limit would rttsult 1n very dU'i'erent 

pereentages., 

For ~s ntason it seems that. the information obtatned ~ 

sieve analysis is not ot great value in determining the eharaeteristios 

or s9diments wt th re.spect to the behaviour or tluids eontained 1n the:tr 

1nt-rst1ces. 
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Part :U 

Applications or subsurf"§ce de:Jierminations or 
dtsplacement pressures 

As pointed out in the introduction to this thesis, the moat 

interesting application or displacement pressure determinations are as 

an aid in the location or stratigraphic traps. 

The stratigraphic traps may be divided into four 

groupa1 

a) Depositional pinch•outs, caused by gradual thinning 

up-dip of all members of the formation. 

b) Truncated pinch-outs, where the beds of a formation 

ate truncated by an overlying series of sediments. 

c) Overlap pinch-outs, occurring on regional unconf'orm

ities o~ at the base or marine overlap or a basement 

complex. 

d) Permeability pineh--outs, caused by a latteral change 

1n tacies of a rock unit. 

Fig. 18 gives an illustration of the mode of occurrence of these various 

traps. 

In all cases the traps are caused by "impermeable" rocks over-

111ng or bordering the porous reservoir rocks. In cases a, b, c, there 

is mostly a shaJ'I) contact between the two units. In the case or the 

permeability pin.ch-out the facies change is gradual. 

Whethe~ or not the trap has the required properties to hold a 

comercial accumulation of oil or gas depends upon the geometric 
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dimensions of the traps .and the displacement pressure of the capping 

formation. 

In the colU."se or geological and geophysical exploration tor 

otr rese~!rs• ,uneontormities and 01rerlaps of the types a, b and c can 

be tound l)y existing sntt,thods of exploration. The permeability pinch outs 

cannot be detected so easily. 

However,_ to determ1ne whether or not the capping formation has 

the right properties w~ have to use information trom outcrops Ol' dl"Ul 

boles. U thtt e&preok -outcreps we can determine its properties directly. 

It no outeropa a:re present or the re4ks change laterally in -tacies we 

have te rely up;;n ~U" bole information and make extrapolations or 

1nt•:rpolat1ens f"lfl the data assembled fr.'Om the ex2.st1ng hol$s •. 

As electrologs a:rre run in practically all exploratory holes, 

they are the nat.Ul't\l too1 to be used tor the requirtd determinations~ 

The computation ot the displacement pressures from the electirochend.cal 

tonat:lon ooetticients which in turn Ql'e determined ti-om the selt poten"" 

tul curves or eleetroloss introduces a rapid means or obtaining the 

necessar,r information. 

To illustrate ,he preposed usage of this method more speciti

ealq, an example is g1•an in fig. 19 of the loe,ation of a perm$abi11ty 

pinc:h~t trep. Well:, land 2 sbow a watersand at the depth of the 

formation in which we are interested. The electrochemical formation 

coeff'i~ient is larger 1n case 2 than in case one• showin.g lateral 

vartation ~f the sand. Well three shows a tight shaley sand with a high 

f'ol"l'Dation eoeffieie-n"c,. Interpolation between wells 2 and 3 enables WI 

to d&te~ at-which point the displacement pressur9 of the formation 

'becomes lax-ge eneugh to screen out a commercial quantity or oil. 
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At this point, it remains to consider the quantitative relationship 

betwten displaeement pressures and the size or accumulations ot oil or 

gas that can be obtained. 

It we have an oil density of o.80 gfcm) and a bi-1ne density of 

l.l g/er,;l , tht dtnsity dUferenoe between the water and the oil, 

~ wo • 0.3 r,Jo-.J. Therefore the total upward force acting on l o-3 
ot oil will be 0.3g. This toroe 1$ counteracted by the capillary forces 

1n th$ eapl"CilCk. 

A di.spl.aoement pressure ot l p.s.1. is the equivalent of 

7G.31 gloa2. Thi$ DleanS that a_ displae.-nt pressur• ot l p.s.1. ies 

sutt1•~$Jlt to l)NVent upwards migration ot a column of V • 234 om• 

'1.68 t•t et oU. 

In geJt.,Hl H : . 21.) 7T ' • • • • • • (lJ) 
~ WO 

where H ta the height of accumw.ated oil 1n feet and TT is the displace-

•nt pressure of the •aproelc.in :p.s.i. and ~ WC> is given in g/cm3. 

The same rel.a-bi.on holds tor aocumulat1ons of gas;. with - ~ wg,. 

the density ditte~e between tilt water and the gas substituted tor 

1'0 detel'Jl1Dt ~ wo the approximate surface gl'SVi t7 and Qonttnt 

ef light hydl'QearbGns ot the oil must be estimated f'rom data of produoing 

t1•14s in the rtgion in question. It no such data are available, averag• 

valu.•• have to be aasumed. The estimate of the subsurface densit7 of the 

oil 11 then DIB<i• uaing fig. 7 and/or the procedure outlined by Standing 

and Kats (31). 

It the •leotrochemioal formation coettlcient is found from 

electr<i>logs, w• obtain the interstitial surf'aoe area per unit bulk 

volume, A, bom fig. 17. The displacement pressure,, rr, is then tound.l 



•~ 'f t• the traet1onal porQ.sity, which also may be found trom 

eleotrologa (37). 

The interfaeial tension, S, is estimated from the relations 

$hown 1n flgured 5 an4 91 tor. the depth to the h.o:r11on .in questtono 

b possible ell or gas accumulation is determinecl using 

eqlj$t:l.on. (13). lhetheror not the ~•slble aooumulat1on is comeJ'Cial 
tr 

depends amoligat other taeton, on the size or the tx-ap and the porQsity 

and connate ,rater content or the rese:rvoir :rock. that is the total pount 

ot oU.tbat QSJi be expeot.ed after the height of the accumulation has been 

determine4. 
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